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Ideal Equestrian

Quality and reassurance

Since 1994 Ideal Equestrian has been developing and producing
a wide range of driving harness and accessories.
The standard of our harness is our no.1 priority and
together with successful national and international drivers, we are
constantly improving in the design and technology of our products.
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Our harness ranges from a luxury traditional leather presentation
harness with full collar, to a marathon or high-tech synthetic
EuroTech harness.
Ideal has it all!
This catalogue is just a selection of our products.
Visit our website and view our full range, and discover
what Ideal Equestrian has to offer you.
www.idealequestrian.com
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Luxe
• Traditional Classic Harness
• High Quality Leather
• Elegant appearance
Sizes available:
Full / Cob / Pony / Shetland / Mini Shetland
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Leather

Leather
Leather

Leather

Black

Black/ London

Australian Nut

Luxe

Options – Single:

This traditionally made quality harness is perfect for all disciplines of carriage driving, durable enough
for tough conditions yet attractive for presentation. Nylon webbing is stitched between the leather

- Breast collar with continuous traces
(adjustment at carriage end)

where extra strength is needed. The saddle pad has foam filled cushions, holes are oval to prevent

- Traces with Rollerbolt or Crew hole

tearing and all buckles have stainless steel tongues. Nose band is fully adjustable and headpiece is

- Leather Reins

tapered in the middle to create more freedom around the ears. The Luxe bridle carries a chain front.
All stitch work is raced (sunk) into the leather to prevent rubbing and reduce wear.
Available in plain vegetable tanned leather as standard.
Patent leather can be ordered on request.

- Freestyle, Curved Breast, or Full Collar
- Brass Fittings
- Sliding backband with Open tugs
- Black Patent Leather
- Bridle with Half Cup or without Blinkers

Standard Set

Options – Pairs:

Single

Pairs

Bridle

Bridles

- Leather Reins

Rubber Grip Reins

Rubber Grip Reins

- Martingales

Breast Collar

Breast Collars

Traces with D-ring

Traces with D-rings

- Trace carriers

Pole Straps

- Traces with Rollerbolt or Crew Hole

Saddle pad with
Quick Release Tugs

Saddle Pads

- Curved Breast or Full Collars

Breeching

Breeching

Crupper and Dock

Crupper and Docks

- Black Patent Leather
- Bridle with Half Cup or without Blinkers
- Pole straps with quick release
- Brass Fittings

Tandem, random and team combinations are available on request,
put together according to your requirement.
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Marathon
• Robust Harness
• Strong fittings
• Less is more
Sizes available:
Shire / Normandy / Full / Cob
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Leather

Leather
Leather

Black

Black/ London

Marathon

Options - Single:

The Ideal Marathon Harness is made of high quality leather and sturdy fittings. It is a perfect choice
for those preferring a tougher and more robust harness, without compromising on comfort and
appearance. This harness has wider buckles and strap work in comparison to the Ideal Luxe harness.

- Leather Reins
- Rollerbolt Traces
- Bridle with Half Cup or without Blinkers

With soft padding underneath bridle parts, breast collar and breeching, it provides optimal comfort
and protection. This harness is nylon reinforced between the leather strap work where extra strength is
needed. Stitches are sunk into the leather to prevent rubbing and prolong the life of your harness.
All holes are oval punched to prevent tearing and all buckles have stainless steel tongues.
Available in plain vegetable tanned leather as standard.

Options - Pairs:
- Rollerbolt Traces
- Trace Carriers
- Bridle with Half Cup or without Blinkers
- Pole straps with quick release

Standard set
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Single

Pairs

Bridle

Bridles

Rubber Grip Reins

Rubber Grip Reins

Breast Collar

Breast Collars

Traces with D-ring

Traces with D-rings
Pole Straps

Saddle pad with
Quick Release Tugs

Saddle Pads

Breeching

Breeching

Crupper and Dock

Crupper and Docks

Tandem, random and team combinations are available on request,
put together according to your requirement.

LeatherTech
Combi

• Highly Versatile
• Oil-pull up Leather
• Immediatly User Friendly

Sizes available:
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Shire / Normandy / Full / Cob / Pony / Shetland /
Mini Shetland

Leather

Leather
Leather

Black

Black/ London

Leather

Leather

Havana

Chestnut

LeatherTech

Combi

Options - Single:
- Leather Reins

The Ideal LeatherTech harness is made with top quality leather which has been tanned using an “oil

- Curved Breast Collar

pull up” process, creating an even softer more pliable texture. This special tanning technique makes

- Trace end attachments (with Rollerbolt or D-ring)

the leather low in maintenance due to the high amount of oil used in it’s production. LeatherTech is a
combi harness offering drivers maximum combination versatility and user comfort. With a few small

- Bridle with Half Cup or without Blinkers

adjustments and spare parts this harness can be easily used to drive single, pairs, tandem random or
teams. A perfect choice for drivers who drive a mix of combinations.

Options - Pairs:
- Leather Reins
- Curved Breast

Standard Set

- Trace and attachments (with Rollerbolt or D-ring)

Single

Pairs

Bridle

Bridles

Rubber Grip Reins

Rubber Grip Reins

Breast Collar

Breast Collars

Traces with Trace Buckles

Traces with Trace Buckles

- Breeching
- Bridles with Half Cup or without Blinkers
- Pole straps with quick release

Pole Straps
Saddle pad with
Quick Release Tugs

Saddle Pads

Breeching

Trace Carriers

Crupper and Dock

Crupper and Docks

Tandem, random and team combinations are available on request,
put together according to your requirement.

Combi Conversions
Single to Pairs Conversion

Pairs to Single Conversion

Pairs Reins

Single Reins

Pole Straps

Safety Tugs

Conway set

Outside Girth

Extra Breeching with
Pairs Breeching Straps
or Trace Carriers

Breeching
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Vilmos Jambor driving an Ideal Luxe Harness with patent leather and full collars.

The difference between Classic and Combi

Classic

The ideal Classic Harness
This High-Tech synthetic harness carries the
same caracteristics as a traditional harness,
including a chain browband, breast collar
with buckle trace attachment, wider saddle
pad and traces with D-ring or rollerbolt
attachments.
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Combi

The ideal Combination Harness
This harness offers drivers maximum
combination versatility and user comfort.
With a few small adjustments this harness
can be easily used to drive single, pairs,
teams or tandems. A standard set features
a plain browband, breast with quick release
fittings, narrow saddle pad and traces with
trace buckles.

EuroTech
Classic

• Quality synthetic
• Unique ‘Leather look’
• Low Maintenance

Sizes available:
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Shire / Normandy / Full / Cob / Pony / Shetland /
Mini Shetland

Synthetic
Synthetic

Synthetic
Synthetic

Black/ Black

Black/ London

Synthetic
Synthetic

Havana/ Brown

EuroTech

Classic

Options - Single:
- Bridle with Half cup or without Blinkers

The Ideal EuroTech harness is made from a very strong PI coated polyester webbing with a unique

- Synthetic or Bubble Grip Reins

“Leather look”, distinguishing itself from any other synthetic harness available. Requiring less

- Curved, Freestyle Breast Collar

maintenance than leather, this synthetic harness maintains it’s flexability through a wide range of
temperatures and conditions resisting tears and cracks. The EuroTech material is very durable and
can be used for all aspects of carriage driving. The Classic version is the same as the Luxe harness,

- Saddle Pad with Open Tugs
- Rollerbolt Traces

but whereas Luxe is made from a top quality leather the EuroTech Classic is made from a high tech
synthetic material.

Options - Pairs:
- Bridle with Half cup or without Blinkers

See page 11 for Combi characteristics.

- Synthetic or Bubble Grip Reins

Standard Set – Classic

- Curved Breast collar

Single

Pairs

Bridle

Bridles

Rubber Grip Reins

Rubber Grip Reins

Breast Collar

Breast Collars

Traces with D-ring

Traces with D-rings
Pole Straps

Saddle pad with
Quick Release Tugs

Saddle Pads

Breeching

Breeching

Crupper and Dock

Crupper and Docks

Tandem, random and team combinations are available on request,
put together according to your requirement.

- Rollerbolt Traces
- Trace Carriers
- Pole Straps with Quick Release		
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EuroTech
Combi

• Quality synthetic
• Unique ‘Leather look’
• Low Maintenance

Sizes available:
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Shire / Normandy / Full / Cob / Pony / Shetland /
Mini Shetland

Synthetic
Synthetic

Synthetic
Synthetic

Black/ Black

Black/ London

Synthetic
Synthetic

Havana/ Brown

EuroTech

Combi

Options - Single:				
- Synthetic or Bubble Grip Reins 			

The Ideal EuroTech harness is made from a very strong PI coated polyester webbing with a unique

- Curved Breast

“Leather look”, distinguishing itself from any other synthetic harness available. Requiring less

- Saddle pad with open Tugs		

maintenance than leather, this synthetic harness maintains it’s flexability through a wide range of
temperatures and conditions resisting tears and cracks. The EuroTech material is very durable and can
be used for all aspects of carriage driving. The Combi version offers drivers maximum combination

- Trace End Attachments (with Rollerbolt or D-ring)
- Bridle with Half cup or without Blinkers

versatility and user comfort.
Options - Pairs:				
- Synthetic or Bubble Grip Reins			
Standard Set - Combi

- Curved Breast 				

Single

Pairs

Bridle

Bridles

Rubber Grip Reins

Rubber Grip Reins

Breast Collar

Breast Collars

- Bridles with Half cup or without Blinkers

Traces with D-ring Buckles

Traces with D-ring Buckles

- Pole straps with quick release

Martingale

Pole Straps

Saddle pad with
Quick Release Tugs

Saddle Pads

Breeching

Trace Carriers

Crupper and Dock

Crupper and Docks

Tandem, random and team combinations are available on request,
put together according to your requirement.

- Trace End Attachments (with Rollerbolt or D-ring)
- Breeching

Combi Conversions
Single to Pairs Conversion

Pairs to Single Conversion

Pairs Reins

Single Reins

Pole Straps

Safety Tugs

Conway set

Outside Girth

Extra Breeching with
Pairs Breeching Straps
or Trace Carriers

Breeching
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WebTech
Combi

• Strong Nylon
• Light Weight
• Low maintenance

Sizes available:
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Shire / Full / Cob / Pony / Shetland /
Mini Shetland

Synthetic
Synthetic

Synthetic
Synthetic

Black/ Black

Black/ London

WebTech

Combi

Options - Single:
- Bridle

A quality harness for an affordable price…

- Reins

Just like all Ideal harness the WebTech carries the same well known characteristics, quality and fit. It is

- Rollerbolt Trace Attachments

made from a strong nylon webbing and is lined with a soft neoprene padding. This harness is very light
weight, strong, durable and washable, which makes it virtually maintenance free. WebTech is avaliable
in a combi harness only, making it a perfect choice for drivers who drive a mix of combinations.

Options - Pairs:
- Bridles

Bridle and reins are not included as standard, but can be ordered separately on request.

- Reins
- Breeching

Standard Set

Combi Conversions

Single

Pairs

Single to Pairs Conversion

Pairs to Single Conversion

Breast Collar

Breast Collars

Pairs Reins

Single Reins

Traces with Trace Buckles

Traces with Trace Buckles

Pole Straps

Safety Tugs

Martingale

Martingale

Conway set

Outside Girth

Saddle pad with
Quick Release Tugs

Saddle Pads

Breeching

Breeching

Pole Straps

Extra Breeching with
Pairs Breeching Straps
or Trace Carriers

Trace Carriers
Crupper and Dock

Crupper and Docks

Tandem, random and team combinations are available on request,
put together according to your requirement.
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Ideal Friesian
This leather harness combines the traditional pattern associated with Friesian harness
with the practicality of driving today’s modern carriages. The bridle has elegant
winkers with special embellishments, heavy chain link browband, shaped noseband
and decorative rosettes. The breast collar is made of folded leather with split wither
strap with swivel reins terrets. Nylon webbing is stitched between the leather traces,
which have roller bolt ends. This harness includes a decorative centre terret, crupper
and dock and leather reins. Attachment for rope reins and traces are included to fully
compliment this attractive set. Breeching and white leather breastplate pads are not
included as standard, but can be ordered separately.
Available in one size (bridle only is also available in cob size)
Combinations: Single and Pair

Leather
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Black

Ideal Heavy Horse
This leather harness has been developed for heavy horses such as Shire, Belgium Cold
blood, Normandy, and Percheronne type horses. This is a very strong and durable
harness with nylon webbing between the leather, to provide maximum strength.
Traces are extra wide, 4.5 cm especially made for these bodybuilders. For optimal
comfort, the saddle pads, breast, breeching, browband and noseband are softly lined
and padded which reduces rubbing and pressure points. Harness is complete with
bridle, reins, breast collar, traces, back pad, breeching and crupper and dock.
Combinations: Single and pairs
(other combinations available on request).

Leather

Leather
Leather

Black

Black/ London

Harness Parts

Harness Bag
One size: 85x20x56cm
Anti-swish Tail Tie
Prevents horses tail
swishing over the reins.

Bridle’s
Available in different
models, colours, and
materials.
Kicking Strap
Discourages horse bucking
while between shafts.

Traces

Reins
Bubble grip

D-ring

Nose/Throat
attachment strap
Used to prevent the bridle
slipping off.

Roller Bolt

Bit Lifter
Reduces pressure of the bit
in the horses mouth.

Synthetic
Leather
Rubber grip

Breast options
Curved, freestyle, standard,
French and full collars.
Crew Hole

Wither cushion
Available in Black,
London & Havana.
Full and Pony size.

Combi

Bitless noseband
Driving without a bit.

* This is a small selection of our products. Please visit our website for our compete
range of carriage driving related products www.idealequestrian.com
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Driving Accessories

Large collection of Quick release fittings

Bits
A wide range of Liverpool and Butterfly bits.
Driving Cones
Balls, covers, letters and numbers.
FEI certified.
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Stable Accessories

Carriage Lock
Protect your carraige against theft

Protection
For horse and harness

Driving Accessories

Fleck collection
Fleck carriage driving whips in
many different sizes and colors
Large collection Driving Rugs
Water resistant, Sweat, Reflective and Anti-fly.

Driving Gloves
Standard, Profi, Digital,
v/d Kamp (deerskin)
& Winter.

Full Neck

Headcollars
Available in different
designs and materials.
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Driving Aprons
All weather, Fleece,
Winter & Summer.

Kidney

Safety Belts

* This is a small selection of our products. Please visit our website for our compete range of carriage driving related products www.idealequestrian.com

Carriage cover
Nylon cover to protect your carriage in storage.

Made to Measure Craftsmanship
Alongside our standard range we also produce made to measure products, exactly tailored to your specifications.
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This catalogue is a small selection of our products.
Please visit our website for our complete range of harness and carriage driving related products
www.idealequestrian.com

Succesfull Partnership
My team and Ideal Equestrian have had a successful
partnership for the past three years. We use our Harness
daily for intensive training and competition purposes,
and the Ideal harness meets all our quality requirements.

Whether it be winning the cones in Tryon or winning
a World Cup Indoor, Ideal Equestrian delivers the
right equipment. By continually testing new products
in conjunction with my knowledge and experience,
together we ensure that Ideal Equestrian continues to
innovate and improve their harness products.

Bram Chardon
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(Agent address details)

www.idealequestrian.com

